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Abstract

Just noticeable difference (JND) describes how much two perceptual
sensory inputs must differ in order to be distinguishable from each other.
Knowledge of the JND is vital when two features in a dataset are to
be separably represented. JND has received a lot of attention in haptic
research and this study makes a contribution to the field by determin-
ing JNDs during users’ probing of volumetric data at two force levels. We
also investigated whether these JNDs were affected by where in the haptic
workspace the probing occurred. Reference force magnitudes were 0.1 N
and 0.8 N, and the volume data was presented in rectangular blocks posi-
tioned at the eight corners of a cube 10 cm3 in size. Results showed that
the JNDs varied significantly for the two force levels, with mean values of
38.5% and 8.8% obtained for the 0.1 N and 0.8 N levels, respectively, and
that the JND was influenced by where the data was positioned.

1 Introduction

Just noticeable difference (JND) describes how much two features must differ in
order to be distinguishable from each other. Most often JNDs are determined for
perceptual inputs, that is, how large ∆I must be to enable separation between
two stimuli described by S and S + ∆I. For example, this can be used when
comparing settings for display outputs [5], but the JND concept can also be
applied to more abstract measures such as meaningfulness [13].

In haptic research JNDs have received a lot of attention as they help in
defining the parameters required for proper feedback, such as force magnitudes
or settings for surface textures [15]. Knowing the JND can be a vital piece
of information in any design where objects or features in a dataset must be
separable. With volume data this applies regardless if the task at hand is of a
data exploration nature or a simulation based on volumetric data. In the case of
data exploration it is crucial for users to be able to distinguish between features
in the data, and in the case of a simulation, such as a surgery-related simulator,
the ability to detect differences between similar and adjacent volumes might
be vital to its successful use. Therefore, the critical task is not necessarily to
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distinguish two forces that are chronologically disjointed, which has been the
method of presenting forces in many JND studies, but rather to detect the
interface between two volumes with forces that are presented continuously, such
as at the interface between two tissues in a medical dataset.

The study presented here aims to make a contribution to the mapping of
haptic JNDs for continuous probing of volumetric data. The main research
questions we set out to answer while determining the JNDs were:

1. How does the JND for continuous probing vary for different force
magnitudes?

2. How does the JND for continuous probing vary in different regions
of the workspace?

In answering these questions, one major goal of the present study is to pro-
vide the haptic community with data that can be used in the design of force
representations, allowing for improved ways of conveying haptic information.

Despite an extensive research corpus related to JND and haptics, to our
knowledge, no previous study has investigated the JND between two adjacent
areas in continuous probing of volume data and the dependency of where in the
workspace this data is presented.

1.1 Related Work

There are a few publications on haptics and different kinds of just noticeable
differences. These include, for example, JNDs between force magnitude [1, 3],
force direction [18], friction [12], texture roughness [15], hand motion depen-
dency [19], shape [17], limb movement [4], and distortions between visual and
force representations [9].

Some of the JND studies have had an explicit purpose other than exploring
human perception. The work by Pongrac et al. [11] is one example with an objec-
tive to exploit the limitations of human perception to enable lossy compression
of haptic data, and thereby only transfer data where the change of the com-
bined force magnitude and force direction was above the JND. However, studies
on humans’ ability to discriminate between forces of different directions do not
always reach the same conclusions. The results presented in [14] show that force
direction does not matter, whereas the results of [16] state that humans perceive
forces differently when they are presented along different directions.

Another interesting study with a clear area of application is presented in [1],
which describes measures of the JND in force on the flexing index finger. Two
consecutive forces were presented with a pause in between, and the subjects had
to judge if they were similar or not. The purpose was to apply the result in
rehabilitative training. By establishing the JND it would be possible to output
stronger forces than the trainee expects, who would thereby get a more efficient
training session with heavier loads, without even noticing the difference.

From the plethora of perceptual haptic studies the work of Jones et al. [4]
and Yang et al. [19] are two further examples relevant to the present work. In [4]
the aim was to determine humans’ sensitivity to displacement of the forearm.
An 8% difference from the reference displacement was found to be adequate for
correct judgements. In the work reported in [19] the participants were to assess
whether they could differentiate between a reference force and the same force
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with a perturbation force added in different directions, at the same time as their
hand was in motion. The speed of motion was also varied. The outcome showed
no effect on JND from the speed of hand motion, but there were differences in
the ability to detect the perturbations depending on their angle, with 45◦ (with
respect to direction of motion) being impaired the most.

2 Method

Research on haptic JND often employs methodological frameworks from psy-
chophysics. In a similar fashion, the method of the present work is based on the
the up-down methods described in [2, 7, 6], and especially on the test structure
of Klymenko, Pizer and Johnston [5], adopting an approach where the partic-
ipants go through a three step process: practice, coarse range location, and
final JND determination. In this section we present the setting under which the
experiment was conducted, the design of the test system and the details of the
adaptive staircase model that was applied.

The two force levels used in the main study described in this section were
determined in a small pre-study, presented in detail in section 3. In addition to
the two levels used in the main study (0.1 N and 0.8 N) the pre-study determined
a third higher force level (3.0 N). However, the third level was removed from
the main study due to repeated hardware failures.

2.1 Apparatus and Viewing Conditions

The experiment was carried out on a semi-immersive haptic workstation from
SenseGraphics, equipped with a Phantom Desktop device from SensAble Tech-
nologies. The Desktop haptic device is widely used and provides high-fidelity
force output, factors that make it suitable for JND studies with the intention
of practical applicability. The semi-immersive workstation produces co-located
haptics and graphics; LCD shutter glasses are used for stereo graphics. Input
from the participants was provided through the haptic device and a single button
on a 3D mouse (SpaceMouse). Participants placed the mouse freely to achieve
good comfort. A summary of the test environment components is presented in
table 1.

Component Description

Haptic device SensAble Phantom Desktop

Additional input device 3D Connexion SpaceMouse

Workstation Immersive workbench with co-
located graphics and haptics.

Software framework SenseGraphics H3D API ver. 2.0

Table 1: Test system specification.

For the duration of the test the participant was seated with his/her elbow
at a fixed position along the centre line of the haptic device. The centre line
was defined as perpendicular from the centre of the device’s base. The position
was adjusted for each individual to obtain optimum comfort (see section 2.5)
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and a velcro strap was placed over the participant’s inner elbow. Tension of the
strap was low as its purpose was to remind each participant to maintain the
fixed position of the elbow but not to constrain other arm movements.

The software used in the experiment was implemented using the H3D API
from SenseGraphics. The user interface is fully three-dimensional and buttons
are placed in the workspace of the haptic workstation, in close proximity to the
space where the test forces are presented to the participant (see figure 1(b)).
Placing the components needed for interaction within the test environment re-
moves the need for context switching (as compared to using the keyboard) and
enables the participant to remain focused on the test.

The environment for the tests was chosen on the premise that it provides a
good trade-off between realistic workplace conditions and controlled experiment
conditions. For example, some degree of freedom was allowed in elbow place-
ment, but only along the centre line of the device. Once the position was set
the elbow was not allowed to be moved. A similar approach was taken with the
boxes to probe (search/feel through), which provided space enough for a rather
free probing. At the same time the extent of the box was significantly larger
along the z-axis, making motions less constrained along the direction in which
the feature was present.

(a) Box layout. (b) Test system screenshot.

Figure 1: (a) Tilted view of the boxes to illustrate the positional layout. (b)
Screenshot from the test setup showing all the interface components and one
example block with the plane marker (red) added by the participant. The probe
sphere appears in front of the plane marker.

2.2 Stimuli and Task

Stimuli in the experiment consisted of forces in the depth direction (z-axis),
constrained to volume data in rectangular blocks placed with their centers at
the eight corners of a 10 cm3 cube, see the example in figure 1(b). Hereafter, the
positions are referred to as Pos1 to Pos8. The size of each block (width, height,
depth) was 3 x 3 x 10 cm. Forces were directed away from the participant
and always presented, specified relative to the participant, so that a reference
force (F ) appeared in a sub-volume further away and a test force (F + ∆I)
closer. The sub-volumes of the block were immediately adjacent to each other
and appeared as separated by an invisible plane perpendicular to the z-axis.
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Rectangular blocks were presented one at a time, thereby altering the location
of the stimuli in the workspace. The location of the force switch within the block
was randomized for each trial. The reference force magnitude was kept constant
for each participant, and the test force magnitude was adjusted individually for
each position according to an adaptive staircase model (see section 2.2.1).

The task for each participant was to probe the blocks (see figure 1(b)) and
locate the position of the switch in force level, that is, the intersection between
the sub-volumes of the block. Participants placed a plane marker at the per-
ceived intersection if one was detected, or indicated that no difference could
be felt and continued to the next trial. Details of the test procedure are de-
scribed in section 2.5. Free placement of the marker leaves a very small risk of
selecting the correct position by chance. This also lowers the risk of introducing
errors of expectation [20] and, considering that placement of the force switch
is randomized, gives a fairly small probability of disturbances to the data from
participants anticipating the next response.

The following visual aids were available to the participant. A white wire-
frame box helped guide attention to the position of the block in the current trial,
and a bounding box was displayed around the force volume (the block), that
visually guided by changing colour from green to red once the probe entered the
volume data. Colour shifting spheres were added next to the stimuli workspace
in order to avoid confusion about whether a trial switch had occurred, a feature
especially helpful towards the end of the test when several trials for the same
position could appear in sequence (see section 2.3.1). Another visual element
was the plane marker shown in figure 1(b). The plane marker appeared only
after the participant had chosen the position of the perceived intersection, and
remained visible until the next trial was presented.

Many studies apply the two forces (F and F +∆I) in intervals and separated
by a pre-determined time-lapse, followed by a forced choice identification of the
stimuli, that is, using a pre-defined set of response options. In the study pre-
sented here we chose a different test procedure design. We focused on applying
the JND concept to a situation closer to a realistic scenario where the end-user
would be probing volume data haptically. Additionally, the free search within
the volume allowed the participants to work in a manner indicative of genuine
volume data exploration, as compared to tightly constraining the motion, for
example to a centre line.

2.2.1 Output Force Adjustments

Test force magnitude was adjusted between trials using a 1-down 2-up approach.
Adjustments were made individually for each volume/block. For every successful
trial the force difference (∆I) was lowered, and when two consecutive trials
failed the difference was increased. The 1-down 2-up design brings participants
to the limit of their perception more rapidly as compared to the 2-down 1-
up approach [5], where participants are forced to perform two identical trials
successfully for ∆I to be lowered. This design would not be suitable if the trials
had been completed with a yes/no or other forced choice approach; however,
the free placement of the plane marker drastically lowers the element of chance,
and it is therefore unlikely that a participant would randomly place a plane at
the position of the intersection. Having two consecutive failures (2-up) as the
decision factor for an increase in force difference also helps to lower any effects
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of occasional careless probing by the participants. In the present work a hybrid
adaptive procedure was used, inspired by the approach presented in [5], with the
first test phase being a coarse range location for the JND, and the second phase
being a more fine-tuned determination of the participant’s perceptual limit. A
trial was considered complete, that is, the JND for a participant was deduced,
after five reversals in the second phase of the test. A reversal means that there
is a change in direction of stimulus adjustment, from an up sequence to a down
sequence, or vice versa.

Phase Shift C3
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e

Phase Shift C2

Fo
rc

e

Phase Shift C1
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rc

e

Figure 2: Trial sequences up to the point of phase shift, in their worst case
scenarios. Blue solid line with diamonds at the data values represent the trials,
the green solid line represents the reference force level, and the dashed line in C2
represents the level of the chronologically most remote trial in the last reversal.
Note that the condition of C2 can be reversed, with repeating successful trials.

Initially, for the first run of each trial, a clearly distinguishable test force was
set. The magnitude of the initial test force was determined in the pre-study (see
section 3). The rest of the first phase applied the following force adjustment
scheme: For every successful trial the test force magnitude was set to half of
the difference between the current test force and the reference force or the last
previous fail if one had occurred. For every two consecutive failed trials the test
force was set to midway between the level of the previous successful trial and the
level of the current failed trial (see examples in figure 2 for an illustration). This
procedure continued until the outcome pattern met one of the criteria described
in figure 2, after which a fixed step adjustment was used.

The second phase used a fixed step size and also followed the 1-down 2-up
stair model to vary the difference between the forces. The step size was deter-
mined dynamically based on the trial outcomes from the first phase, together
with the phase switch criterion that was met and the percentages determined
in the pre-study, see figure 2 and table 2.

Using a fixed step size from the start of the test would be inefficient since
a small step size would be required to achieve precision. Thereby an unfeasible
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Switch Criterion Description

C1 Switch on the second complete fail with an
interleaved success.

C2 The difference between the level of the
chronologically most remote trial in the
last reversal, and the current level is less
than the threshold.

C3 The difference between the reference force
and the current level is less than the
threshold.

Switch Criterion Threshold

C1 N/A

C2 12.5% of the difference in the last reversal.

C3 5% of the reference force.

Switch Criterion Fixed step size

C1 10% of the difference in the last reverasal.

C2 5% of the difference in the last reverasal.

C3 2% of the reference force level.

Table 2: Criteria for test phase switching.

high number of trials would be needed just to get close to the participant’s
perceptual limit. An adaptive staircase model converges faster and dynamically
adjusting the step size retains precision, as described in [5, 7].

2.3 Experimental Design

The experiment was designed as a four factor mixed factorial design with force
level (low vs. intermediate), sex (male vs. female), and age (young vs. old)
as the between-participant factors and position (Pos1 - Pos8) as the within-
participant factor. Defining force level as a between-participant factor was con-
sidered necessary in order to prevent carry-over effects from trials with different
force levels, for example fatigue or saturation effects. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of the two force conditions. In turn, this generated
the following sex and age distribution, with young being less than 30 years of
age: In the low force condition the participants consisted of 7 men, 6 women,
6 young and 7 old, and in the intermediate force condition there were 5 men,
8 women, 7 young and 6 old. The 1-down 2-up staircase procedure described
in section 2.2.1 was used to obtain one threshold estimate for each position.
Each sequence (staircase) was terminated after 5 reversals with a fixed step size
(phase 2).

Before the test each participant completed a questionnaire to supply bio-
graphical data about themselves, such as age, gender and previous experience
of haptic technology. After the test they provided feedback through a test-
experience survey to check for self-reported influence from poor instructions,
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difficulty in performing the trials, as well as physical and/or mental fatigue.
During the test there was no feedback provided on the outcomes of the

trials. This design choice was motivated by two factors. Firstly, that since
participants were forced to be active in the procedure of placing markers there
was no need to use feedback as a means to restore their attention to the test.
The second purpose was to lower the risk that participants analyzed the design
of the staircase model and altered their responses accordingly.

2.3.1 Trial Ordering

To counterbalance possible order effects (for example, practice and predictabil-
ity) from the positions of the volumes the tests were executed following the
order of an adapted balanced latin square (BLS). This is similar to the trial bal-
ancing used in [8]. At the beginning of each test an 8 by 8 BLS was generated,
containing permutations for all positions to be run by the participant. Presen-
tation order followed the BLS as long as all positions were active, although the
application of the BLS order needed modification once a position had been run
through enough trials to reach its stop criterion.

On completion of a position it was removed from the test system, thereby
leaving invalid entries in the original BLS. The completed positions were flagged
as invalid for the remainder of the test, and for every position switch the in-
valid entries in the BLS were skipped and the first encountered valid trial was
run. Although this procedure did not produce an optimal balance in the presen-
tation order, the original presentation order between the remaining trials was
preserved.

2.4 Participants

A total of 26 volunteer participants took part in the experiment, consisting of
14 women and 12 men, aged between 21 and 58 with a median age of 29.5. Par-
ticipants had varied levels of previous experience of haptic visualization ranging
from no experience (8) to expert level (1), while the majority (15) reported to
have used a haptic device on some occasion.

2.5 Procedure

In an instructional sequence preceding the self-paced trials the participants were
given introductory information about the experiment. This information in-
cluded the outline of the test (see figure 3), how the equipment worked, what
kind of task they were going to perform, as well as the aim of the experiment.
The participants were then asked to sign an informed consent form and com-
plete the biographical data survey. This introduction followed a written script
to ensure that all participants were given all the information necessary to exe-
cute the tasks properly, and that the information was communicated to them
in a similar manner.

Following the introductory information the participants started a warmup
session containing practice trials presented in a manner identical to the real
test trials. The warmup consisted of four different volumes presented in an
infinite loop: one with a rather small difference in the force shift, one with
a large difference and two with no difference. The latter was added to make
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the participants aware that they would not always be able to make a successful
detection, in which case they should not linger in deducing the switch but instead
continue to the next trial. The four volumes used during the warmup session
were described to the participants, and they were instructed to perform the
trials until they could report that they were acquainted with the system and
ready to commence the actual test.

Introduction 
by Script

Background
Survey

Warmup
Session

Elbow
Positioning

Self-paced
Trials

Experience
Survey

Figure 3: Outline of the test procedure, presented in chronological order.

Before the commencement of the test phase, but after the warmup run, each
participant was instructed to seat her-/himself as comfortably as possible, while
placing their elbow somewhere along the centre line of the haptic device. The
participants were explicitly instructed that they were not allowed to move their
elbow once its position had been set.

Participants were instructed to place the SpaceMouse so that they could rest
a finger from their non-dominant hand on the button for marker placement,
and still maintain their arm in a comfortable position. This was performed to
minimize strain on their arm and remove the need for context switching that
would occur if the participant had to locate the SpaceMouse and its button
during or between trials.

The presentation sequence of trails was self-paced. The participants ini-
tialized the first trial of the test by pressing the “Next Please” button, see
figure 1(b). Subsequent trials were progressed the same way if the sub-volumes’
interface had been identified, or by otherwise pressing the “No Difference” but-
ton. For each trial a block with volume data was presented at one of the eight
positions (see figure 1(a)). The participant probed the volume freely, mainly by
moving the stylus along the depth-direction of the box. If the interface between
the two sub-volumes was located (or an interface was falsely perceived) they
kept the stylus centered on the interface and simultaneously pressed the button
on the SpaceMouse to insert the plane marker. The process could be repeated
if the initial placement was accidental or deemed inaccurate by the participant.
At the time of response the marker had to be positioned within 3 mm of the in-
terface for the trial to be registered as successful. An incorrectly placed marker
or a “No Difference” response was indicative of a failed trial. The approach of
using a button on the SpaceMouse instead of the button on the haptic stylus
was chosen since pressing the stylus button could cause involuntary motion,
thereby making it challenging to achieve high positional accuracy.

Responses and force magnitudes were recorded when the participant pro-
ceeded to the next trial. Additionally, logs were recorded with the time spent
on the trials for each specific position as well as time needed for the complete
test up to that point.
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2.6 Data Analysis

The JND values for each participant were calculated using the force values of the
five last reversals obtained from the staircase for each position. The midpoint
values for the five reversals were determined and their average was used as the
JND value. Records of the time spent on the trials was used to calculate the
mean times for each position. The JND and time values were used as dependent
measures in the statistical data analysis, described in detail in section 4.

3 Force Level Pre-Study

A pre-study was performed to determine the appropriate parameter settings for
the experiment. These settings included reference force levels (low, intermediate
and high), and the limits to use as the criteria for switching the test phase from
range location to final JND determination (see table 2).

Three participants with some previous experience of haptic technology and
one haptics expert ran the test system described in sections 2.1 and 2.2 in
manual mode, which meant that the output force was adjusted in small steps
by a test controller. Participants were asked to probe the force inside a block
and judge whether the force they experienced was weak, medium or strong.
Forces, or force magnitudes, designated by weak, medium or strong are those
that were reported by the participants, whereas low, intermediate and high are
(corresponding) force magnitudes determined and used in the main experiment.
The process was run twice, once from a very low force level where the participant
could not detect any force output and once from a level above 4 N, the force
information saturation level determined in [10]. The order of the initial force
setting was shifted between the participants. Two participants began their
first search below their force threshold and two began above 4 N. The force
magnitude and the force classification was recorded by the test controller for
every report made by the participants.

The participants were instructed to report the following events/states:

• When the force level went above or below their detection threshold.

• When the force was clearly noticeable but still considered a weak force.

• When the force was of medium strength.

• When the force was strong, but not too strong to handle in the probing
process.

• When the force became too strong.

If the search was performed from below the force detection threshold the partic-
ipants were instructed to report when they could initially detect the presence of
a force, after which the force was increased until they reported that the force had
reached a level that they clearly felt but considered to be a weak force. Overly
strong forces were defined as forces that were too strong for the participant to
handle during probing with the Phantom device.

Additional querying at random force magnitudes was also performed, where
the participant was asked to classify and qualitatively describe how they experi-
enced the current force level. These queries were used to get a richer description
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of how the participants perceived the different forces, and also to increase at-
tention and retain participants’ focus on the task.

The values used to regulate the test phase switch and to calculate the fixed
step size (presented in table 2) were initially chosen based on step sizes and
results described in previous JND studies. To validate these settings and ensure
their applicability in the present study a series of four pilot runs were conducted
with the full test system. Four participants performed pilot runs, two of these
participants had not been involved in the determination of force levels. The
pilot runs followed the same procedure as the real test, described in the previous
sections.

3.1 Results of the Pre-Study

The magnitudes of classified forces varied within each of the weak, medium and
strong force levels. However, a majority of the classifications were found to be in
rather constrained ranges. After grouping the self-reported classifications with
the random samples that were classified as belonging to the same force level the
means were 0.14 N, 0.78 N, 2.97 N for the respective weak, medium and strong
force levels.

Above 4.0 N all participants agreed that the force was very high and difficult
to work with, a result that is in line with the findings of [10] that forces exceeding
4.0 N do not seem to deliver any additional information. The intermediate and
high levels were set to 0.8 N and 3.0 N, which was still close to the majority of
the respective intermediate and strong classifications. The low force level was
set to 0.10 N, which is a bit further from the mean force value. The aim of
this approach was to produce a greater spread between the force levels. This
adjustment was safe as it did not place the force level below, or even very close,
to the force detection threshold range of 0.03-0.06 N reported by the participants
in the pre-study. This is similar to the absolute force threshold range presented
in [20], where magnitudes of force detection were reported to be between 0.044-
0.062 N for low velocity motion.

Results from the pilot runs indicated that the tested parameters for phase
switching and step size determination delivered a good trade-off between ac-
curacy and the time required for the participants to reach convergence at the
stop criterion. Participants reported that the duration of the test was accept-
able, but that it should not be any longer as the risk of fatigue would increase.
Analysis of the participants’ staircases showed that the step sizes generated a
sufficient accuracy with small force adjustments in the second phase of the test.
Based on these results, the values presented in table 2 were maintained for the
experiment.

4 Results

Data for all 26 participants was analyzed. Descriptive statistics are presented in
tables 3 and 4. Shapiro-Wilk tests were performed on the JND and time data
to ensure that the data followed a normal distribution, a requirement when
employing ANOVA. In both (JND and time) cases a deviation from the normal
distribution was found; a logarithmic transformation was applied to the data,
followed by another normality test, which then showed that no deviation was
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Position

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Low

Mean 0.299 0.468 0.421 0.328 0.345 0.431 0.468 0.323
Median 0.282 0.456 0.432 0.314 0.321 0.400 0.429 0.333
Std 0.084 0.135 0.108 0.086 0.105 0.135 0.124 0.097

For all positions

Mean 0.385 Median 0.378 Std 0.125

Intermediate

Mean 0.065 0.116 0.107 0.080 0.073 0.105 0.091 0.065
Median 0.041 0.073 0.071 0.064 0.057 0.065 0.065 0.041
Std 0.058 0.102 0.105 0.075 0.064 0.088 0.071 0.066

For all positions

Mean 0.088 Median 0.060 Std 0.080

Total for both force levels

Mean 0.182 0.292 0.264 0.204 0.209 0.268 0.280 0.194
Median 0.198 0.319 0.263 0.213 0.202 0.269 0.275 0.202
Std 0.139 0.215 0.191 0.149 0.163 0.200 0.216 0.154

For all positions

Mean 0.237 Median 0.226 Std 0.182

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for the JND data.

present. All the following statistical tests were performed on the transformed
data.

The first analysis was performed on the JND data. A mixed ANOVA was
carried out using a decision criterion of 0.05, and the same criterion was also
used in all subsequent testing. The between-subjects factors were force (low
vs. intermediate), sex (male vs. female) and age (under 30 vs. 30 and older).
Within-subject factor was position (Pos1-Pos8). There was a main effect of
force F (1, 18) = 60.4, p < 0.05. The mean value for the JND in the low force
condition was 0.385 with a standard deviation of 0.125. In the intermediate
condition the mean was 0.088 with a standard deviation of 0.08. There was also
a significant difference between the eight positions F (7, 126) = 9.464, p < 0.05.
According to follow up Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons the positions
1, 4, 5, and 8 differed from positions 2, 3, 6 and 7, p < 0.05, which corresponds
to the back and front positions, see figures 1(a) and 4. No other statistically
significant effects were found, which means that the influence of position was
independent of the force level (no interaction between force level and position).

Next we turned to the analysis of the time data. The time needed to com-
plete the test varied for each participant depending on the number of trials
required to complete the staircases, see table 4 for descriptive statistics. A
mixed ANOVA was carried out. The between-subjects factors were force (low
vs. intermediate), sex (male vs. female) and age (under 30 vs. 30 and older).
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Figure 4: Plot showing the mean JND (in %) by position and force level. Note
the wide separation between the mean values of the two curves and their similar
shapes. The values used are non-transformed.

The within-subject factor was position (Pos1-Pos8). A significant difference was
found between the two force levels F (1, 18) = 16.545, p < 0.05. The mean value
for the low force condition was 11.27 minutes with a standard deviation of 7.27.
In the intermediate condition the mean was 5.99 minutes with a standard devi-
ation of 3.12. There was also a significant difference between the eight positions
F (7, 126) = 4.980, p < 0.05. Here, post-hoc testing (Bonferroni-corrected pair-
wise comparisons) showed that position 3 differed from all other positions except
for 1, 4 and 6. No other significant main effects were found. There was also a
significant interaction between position and force F (7, 126) = 2.430, p < 0.05.
This effect tells that the profiles for task times across different positions were
different in the low and intermediate conditions, see figure 5. Also, there were
significant two-way and three-ways interactions between position/age/sex/force
but we leave the interpretations and possible implications of these interactions
for further work.

The surveys showed that some participants suffered from different degrees
of fatigue. Mental fatigue was reported as caused by long duration of the test
and its repetitiveness. Physical fatigue was experienced as slight pains in the
hand used for probing, as well as in the neck and shoulders.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

Based on the large difference in JND between the low and high force level condi-
tions it can be concluded that, given the current setup, the JND does not have
a constant value for the Weber fraction. As indicated in [4, 10, 11] results have
shown that the constant fraction does not hold when close to perceptual limits.
However, there still seems to be a degree of uncertainty associated with exactly
what “close” implies. For instance, the 0.1 N could be close, but considering
that it was well above the perceptual force detection threshold, the 0.1 N should
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Position

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Low

Mean 11.04 9.64 16.59 11.63 9.37 12.72 9.01 10.23
Median 9.33 7.25 14.22 11.20 7.93 9.44 7.95 8.70
Std 4.50 6.50 11.46 6.89 3.10 10.45 4.02 5.62

For all positions

Mean 11.27 Median 9.08 Std 7.27

Intermediate

Mean 5.13 6.07 7.11 6.54 5.54 6.49 6.13 4.91
Median 5.08 5.03 6.80 5.33 5.44 6.88 5.87 4.68
Std 1.98 3.08 3.71 5.28 2.68 3.31 2.19 1.43

For all positions

Mean 5.99 Median 5.34 Std 3.12

Total for both force levels

Mean 8.09 7.85 11.85 9.08 7.46 9.60 7.57 7.57
Median 7.51 6.83 8.99 7.21 7.10 7.71 7.14 6.53
Std 4.54 5.30 9.65 6.55 3.45 8.21 3.49 4.85

For all positions

Mean 8.63 Median 7.26 Std 6.18

Table 4: Descriptive statistics for the time data.

exceed “close” with some margin.
Our results clearly reveal an influence on JND from the positioning of the

volume data. Although there is a likely dependency on the type of haptic
equipment, such as force resolution or distinctness in force feedback, the fact
that there is no interaction between force level and position indicates that the
influence of the equipment was uniform across the tested workspace. Distur-
bances from the equipment should, and probably did, have a greater influence
in the low force condition. Also, had the influence of the equipment on task
performance not been uniform a perturbation would have appeared at some po-
sitions, with a relatively greater impact in the lower force level, thereby showing
an interaction effect between force level and position.

In relation to the possible impact on the results due to the haptic device,
it should be noted that several studies (e.g. [11, 20, 18]) have used commonly
available haptic devices such as the Phantom Desktop or the somewhat less
powerful Phantom Omni. Albeit so, it could be argued that these studies,
in conjunction with the present study, do not investigate the true perceptual
limits but rather the effective limits of perception in combination with factors
influenced by the device. This notion should be reasonable considering that it
reflects the realistic working situations of most haptic users today.

As some tests took a considerable amount of time for participants to com-
plete, a recommendation could be to use a somewhat higher percentage (see
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Figure 5: Plot showing the time (in minutes) required by position and force
level. The values used are non-transformed.

table 2) when determining the step size for cases where low force JNDs are
measured. Such a measure would decrease the use of superfluous trials where
each step is impossible to distinguish. Another possibility would be to continue
with an adaptive procedure when entering the second phase, for example as
described in [7] by adjusting the step size with an interval of several trials.

Trials at position 3 took significantly longer to complete, see figure 5 and
table 4. As this was the only position where a significantly longer time was
spent, it appears to have been more challenging to judge the force differences
at that position. However, no general effect was apparent from time. Further
investigations into this difference at position 3 will be the focus of future work.

A few participants did request feedback on the trial outcomes, and although
it was a deliberate design choice not to include such feedback, one possible
approach could be to provide clustered feedback based on the outcome from a
number of trials. As suggested in [5] this might help to motivate the participants
during the test and, as the outcome cannot be connected to individual trials,
at the same time provide a lower risk of participants adjusting their behaviour
based on the feedback.

5.1 Implications

The present study has shown that there are clear limitations to the level of
perceivable detail that can be delivered through a haptic device. In the same
way as there is a limit to the number of colour levels that are distinguishable
from each other when rendered on a display, this result influences how the force
output should be designed and it limits the number of distinct levels that are
available through the force range of the haptic device.

The Just Noticeable Differences determined in the present study can help
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in the design of force feedback models for haptic probing of volume data. Re-
gardless of how well-designed an algorithm is with respect to deriving a force
representation of the data at hand, if the final force output does not consider the
perceptual limitations then the information content is unlikely to be correctly
conveyed. Thus, applying force level and position dependencies to the feedback
could improve the capacity for haptic information delivery.

Transfer function design for haptic feedback is also closely related to ensur-
ing proper delivery of the information. This design is often ad hoc and largely
performed through trial-and-error approaches that hopefully produce a force
output that provides an appropriate representation of the data at hand. Sel-
domly is the impact of the transfer function investigated. Discussions about
their perceptual issues are limited, such as how much levels within the transfer
function have to differ for the information content to be appropriately con-
veyed. The results from the present study could be used to dynamically adjust
the transfer function’s output forces during run-time, thereby improving users’
ability to detect features in the data.

5.2 Future Work

In addition to a deeper investigation into the interactions between time, force
level, age, and sex, there are several possibilities for future studies within the
area of JNDs for haptic probing of volume data.

One future prospect would be to investigate whether the manner in which the
stylus is held has any effect on the JND. In the case of Phantom devices all forces
are experienced through a pen-like stylus which can be rotated, both around one
end of the stylus as well as around the centre axis of the pen “cylinder”. Since
no restrictions were placed on how the stylus should be held it allowed for many
different grips, which might have had an effect on the individual JND values.
Data describing the rotation of the stylus was collected during the tests and is
available for formal analysis. It would also be informative to resume testing of
a the higher (3.0 N) force magnitude.

Future JND studies could include varying smoothing of the forces in the
transition between the sub-volumes, probing with different orientations of the
blocks, or using a real (non-synthetic) volumetric dataset or data with artificial
noise at the interface.
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